
Enrollment Criteria 2020-2021
1st year Pharmacy students

REGISTRATION FOR NON-ENROLLABLE GROUPS



Degree in Pharmacy (Spanish) 
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups (seminars 

or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary (internship 
group) in all subjects of the same course.  

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and confirm 
with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these internships 
recognized. All 1st year courses, codes 16604-16619, except 16614 (History and Literature Keys) and 16619 
(Scientific Methodology), have laboratory practices.

The subject 16616 (Chemical Experimentation) only has theoretical-practical groups, with the same name code as 
the practical groups of other subjects.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
PRIMER CURSO
121Theory in midday
shift

501,502,543,544

999-internships recognized for repeating a course

141 Theory in the 
afternoon shift

521, 522

999-internships recognized for repeating a course



Degree in Pharmacy (Bilingual) 
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and
confirm with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these
internships recognized.

All 1st year courses, codes 16604-16619, except 16614 (History and Literature Keys) and 16619 (Scientific
Methodology), have laboratory practices. The subject 16616 (Chemical Experimentation) only has theoretical-
practical groups, with the same name code as the practical groups of other subjects.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
223 or 226 (if 223 does 
not exist) 

601, 642

999-internships recognized for repeating a course



Degree in Biotechnology (Spanish) 
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and
confirm with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these
internships recognized.

All 1st year courses, codes 16849-16860, except 16857 (History and Literature Keys) and 16860 (Modern
Language), have laboratory practicals.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
223 or 226 (if 223 does 
not exist) 

601, 642999-apprenticeships recognized for 
repeating a subject



Grado en Biotecnología (Bilingüe)
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups (seminars
or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary (internship
group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed their internships last year can enroll in the recognized internship group 999, and confirm
with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these internships
recognized.

All 1st year courses, codes 16849-16860, except 16857 (History and Literature Keys) and 16860 (Modern
Language), have laboratory practicals.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
223 

or 122 (if 223 does not
exist)

605, 606, 647

999-apprenticeships recognized for repeating a 
subject



Double Degree in Pharmacy + Biotechnology (Spanish)
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and confirm
with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these
internships recognized.

All 1st year courses, codes 17152-17169, except 17164 (History and Literature Keys) and 17169 (Scientific
Methodology), have laboratory practices. The subject 17165 (Chemical Experimentation) only has theoretical-
practical groups, with the same name code as the practical groups of other subjects.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
114 531, 532 (1st semester) and 551, 552 (2nd 

semester) 

999-apprenticeships recognized for repeating a 
subject



Double Degree in Pharmacy + Biotechnology (Bilingual)
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and
confirm with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these
internships recognized.

All 1st year courses, codes 17152-17169, except 17164 (History and Literature Keys) and 17169 (Scientific
Methodology), have laboratory practices. The subject 17165 (Chemical Experimentation) only has theoretical-
practical groups, with the same name code as the practical groups of other subjects.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
PRIMER CURSO
216 (first half of the 
year) or 226 (second
semester)

o 114 (if 216 and 226 
do not exist)

631, 632, 633 (first semester) and 651, 652, 653 
(second semester) 

999-practicals recognized for repetition of a course



Double Degree in Pharmacy + Nutrition (Spanish)
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and
confirm with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these
internships recognized.

All 1st year courses, codes 16808-16818, except 16 (History and Literature Keys), 16998 (Scientific
Methodology), 16999 (Food and Culture), have laboratory practicals. The subject 16993 (Chemical
Experimentation) only has theoretical-practical groups, with the same name code as the practical groups of other
subjects.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
141

or 145 (if dosen´t exist
141)

535 (first semester) and 515 (second semester)

999-practicals recognized for repetition of a course



Double Degree in Pharmacy + Nutrition (Bilingual)
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups 

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary 
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed their internships last year can enroll in the recognized internship group 999, and confirm 
with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these 
internships recognized. 

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
216 (first semester)

and

226 (second semester), except 

Histology: 141

Physics and Physicochemistry I: 141

Scientific Methodology: 141

Psychology: 145

Food and culture: 145. 

142 (if 206 does not exist) 

635 (primer semestre) y 615 (segundo semestre)

999-prácticas reconocidas por repetición de asignatura

All the subjects of the 1st year, codes 16988-17000,
except 16991 (History and Literature Keys), 16998
(Scientific Methodology), 16999 (Food and
Culture), have laboratory practicals. The subject
16993 (Chemical Experimentation) only has
theoretical-practical groups, with the same name
code as the practical groups of other subjects.



Double Degree in Pharmacy + Optics (Spanish)
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and confirm
with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these internships
recognized.

All 1st year courses, codes 17057-17075, except 17070 (Keys to History and Literature) and 17075 (Scientific
Methodology), have laboratory practicals. The subject 17071 (Chemical Experimentation) only has theoretical-
practical groups, with the same name code as the practical groups of other subjects.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
141

or 380 (if 141 does not 
exist)

521 o 522

or 570 (if 521 or 522 do not exist)

999-apprenticeships recognized for repetition of a 
course



Double Degree in Pharmacy + Optics (Bilingual )
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed their internships last year can enroll in the recognized internship group 999, and confirm
with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these
internships recognized.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
216 (first half)

and

226 (second semester), except 

Histology: 141

Physics and Physicochemistry I: 141

Scientific Methodology: 141

Visual optics I: 380

Physics II: 380

Visual optics II: 380

635 (first semester) and 615 (second semester) or 570 (if there is neither 635 nor 
615).

999-practicals recognized for repetition of a subject

All 1st year courses, codes 16808-16818, except 16 (History and Literature Keys), 16998 
(Scientific Methodology), 16999 (Food and Culture), have laboratory practicals. The subject 
16993 (Chemical Experimentation) only has theoretical-practical groups, with the same 
name code as the practical groups of other subjects.



Double Degree in Pharmacy + ADE (Spanish) 
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and confirm
with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these
internships recognized.

3. All 1st year courses, codes 17250-17268, except 17263 (History and Literature Keys), 17268 (Scientific
Methodology), 17253 (Mathematics I), 17254 (Computer Science), 17255 (Fundamentals of Business
Management), 17256 (Fundamentals of Marketing) and 17257 (Statistics I) have laboratory internships.
Subject 17264 (Chemical Experimentation) only has theoretical-practical groups, with the same name code as
the practical groups of other subjects.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
141

or 880 (if 141 does not 
exist))

518

999-practicals recognized for repetition of a course



Double Degree in Pharmacy + ADE (Bilingual) 
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups (seminars

or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary (internship
group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed their internships last year can enroll in the recognized internship group 999, and confirm
with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these internships
recognized.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
216 or 880 (first semester)

226 (second semester), except 

Histology: 141

Physics and Physicochemistry I: 141

Scientific Methodology: 141

Business Law: 880

Fundamentals of marketing: 880

658 (first semester) and 618 (second semester)

999-practicals recognized for subject repetition

All 1st year courses, codes 17250-17268, except 17263 (History and Literature Keys), 17268 
(Scientific Methodology), 17253 (Mathematics I), 17254 (Computer Science), 17255 (Fundamentals 
of Business Management), 17256 (Fundamentals of Marketing) and 17257 (Statistics I) have 
laboratory practicals. Subject 17264 (Chemical Experimentation) only has theoretical-practical 
groups, with the same name code as the practical groups of other subjects.



Degree in Nutrition
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and
confirm with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these
internships recognized.

All 1st year courses, codes 16756-16764, except 16758 (History and Literature Keys), 16763 (Modern
Language) and 16760 (Food and Culture), have laboratory practicals.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
145 528, 529 (first semester) and 508, 509 (second 

semester) 

999-practicals recognized for repetition of a course



Degree in Optics 
1. This is done right after the enrollment of the enrollable groups (seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is

essential that students always choose the same itinerary (internship group) in all subjects of the same course.
2. Students who passed their internships last year can enroll in the recognized internship group 999, and

confirm with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have the
internship recognized.

3. Registration in the internship groups All 1st year courses, codes 19736-19745, except 19740 (Keys to
Contemporary History), have laboratory internships.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
380 570

999-apprenticeships recognized for repetition of a 
course



Degree in Nutrition (CGCOF agreement)
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and
confirm with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these
internships recognized.

All 1st year courses, codes 16756-16764, except 16760 (Food and Culture), 16773 (Marketing, Economics and
Business), 16782 (Social Doctrine of the Church) and 16785 (Legislation and Deontology) have laboratory
practices.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP
FIRST COURSE
385 581, 582, 583

999-apprenticeships recognized for repeating a subject



Degree in Optics (CGCOF agreement)
1. Enrollment in the internship groups takes place immediately after enrollment in the enrollable groups

(seminars or theoretical-practical teaching). It is imperative that students always choose the same itinerary
(internship group) in all subjects of the same course.

2. Students who passed last year's internships can enroll in the group of recognized internships 999, and
confirm with the professor responsible for the subject at the beginning of the semester that they have these
internships recognized.

All 1st year courses, except 19768 (Social Doctrine of the Church), have laboratory practices.

2021-2022 Enrollment Completion Guide

THEORY GROUP LABORATORY PRACTICE GROUP

FIRST COURSE
380 581,582

999-practicals recognized for repeating a subject
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